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1

INTRODUCTION

In our experience learning and teaching programming we’ve seen
a consistent problem: students don’t understand how language features are connected to solving problems. For the last decade we
have been refining our techniques for teaching Scala, to a wide variety of students, and our curriculum has evolved to focus on programming strategies. A programming strategy captures a reusable
building block of a program or the programming process. Programming with programming strategies gives students a systematic and
repeatable process for writing code.
In this paper we present a a particular kind of programming
strategy, which we call denotational programming strategies. These
strategies draw on two ideas: the first is the relative efficiency of
declarative knowldedge compared to procedural knowledge, and
the second is the idea that programs and the programming process
both consist of few reusable components.
Cognitive psychology distinguishes between procedural knowledge and declarative knowledge. Procedural knowledge means knowledge of how things work; the specific steps required to carry out
a task. Declarative knowledge is knowledge of what something is
or why something is the way it is. We see a similar distinction in
programming language semantics, which differentiates between
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operational semantics (see, for example, [3]) and denotational semantics [9]. In an operational semantics the meaning of a program
is explained in terms of the steps carried out by some abstract machine. In contrast an operational semantics gives meaning by relating program terms to mathematical constructs which we assume
we already understand.
A short example may help illustrate the difference. Consider explaining the following Scala program.
def fibonacci ( n : Int ): Int =
n match {
case 0 = > 1
case 1 = > 1
case _ = >
fibonacci (n −1) + fibonacci (n −2)
}

To explain this program in an operational way we might use an
abstract machine with a stack 1 and explain recursion in terms of
operations on the stack. To explain this code in a denotational way
we can simply say the program fibonacci(n) corresponds to the
nth Fibonacci number, assuming we already know the Fibonacci
numbers.
As the example above shows, denotational or declarative knowledge can be much more compact than operational knowledge. It
can be advantageous when learning as it abstracts a lot of complexity, such as stack manipulation in the case of recursion. We don’t
undervalue operational or proecdural knowledge; we believe that
programmers should be able to explain programs in terms of some
abstract machine. However we believe students can make faster
progress if they are first introduced to programming in a denotational manner, with operational knowledge filled in once they are
comfortable with the basic tasks of programming.
This brings us to our second idea, which is that a large part of
programs themselves, and the process for constructing them, are
made from reusable building blocks. We call these building blocks
programming strategies. This idea is not new to us, and we discuss
related work in Section 4. What is new are the strategies themselves, and our approach to teaching that gives these strategies a
central role.
In our teaching we have identified ten strategies. We call three
of them denotational strategies. This is for two reasons. The first
is that these strategies are the inverse of denotational semantics.
In denotational semantics we map programs to mathematical objects. In our denotational strategies we do the reverse: we start with
some mathematical object we wish to realise, and then create the
1 This

kind of machine is commonly used in teaching programming, but not often in
operational semantics. We use this example as we expect it will be familiar to our
readers.
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code that corresponds to it. The second reason is that these strategies embody denotational or declarative knowledge. The student
does not need an operational understanding to write correct code
when using a denotational strategy.

2

DENOTATIONAL PROGRAMMING
STRATEGIES

In this section we describe our three denotational programming
strategies. The majority of our students do not have a strong mathematical background so we do not emphasise this connection when
teaching the strategies. However we do use functional programming jargon, such as “sum types”, as our students may encounter
these terms when talking to other functional programmers.
For each strategy we give:
•
•
•
•

a condition that describes when the strategy is applicable;
a description of the strategy and its use;
an example of the strategy in use; and
any notes that we feel are relevant.

We use the Scala programming language [8] to present our strategies. This is the language we teach, but the strategies are not restricted to Scala. They are often more compact in other functional
programming languages, such as Haskell [7] or OCaml [6]. While
our strategies can be used in object-oriented languages, such as
Python or Java, in most cases they lack language and compiler support that makes them more difficult to use correctly.

2.1

Algebraic Data Types

Condition. Whenever data can be described using logical ors or
logical ands it should be defined using an algebraic data type.
Description. Algebraic data types are our main way of defining
data. If the data description meets the conditions for this strategy
the code that defines the data follows immediately.
Algebraic data types consist of two sub-strategies, that for logical ors, also called sum types, and that for logical ands, also called
product types.
For a sum type, if A is a B or C then we can immediately write
the corresponding Scala
sealed trait A
final case class B () extends A
final case class C () extends A

For a product type, if A is a B and C then we can immediately
write the corresponding Scala
final case class A ( b : B , c : C)

Example. For our example we’ll take the classic functional programming data structure the singly-linked list. For simplicity our
list will hold only Ints.
The data description is: a List is either Empty or a Pair. A Pair
has a head which is an Int, and a tail which is a List.
From this description we can immediately write the complete
data definition, though here we take it step-by-step. The first part,
“a List is either Empty or a Pair” is a logical or (a sum type). We
can use the corresponding pattern to immediately write
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sealed trait List
final case class Pair () extends List
final case class Empty () extends List

The second part, “a Pair has a head which is an Int, and a tail
which is a List” is a logical and (a product type). Using the corresponding pattern we can complete the definition
sealed trait List
final case class Pair ( head : Int , tail : List ) extends List
final case class Empty () extends List

Notes. Scala does not support algebraic data types directly, unlike many other functional programming languages. Instead they
are constructed using sealed traits and final case classes
as show in the description and examples. There are some subtleties
in encoding algebraic data types in Scala. For example we might
use a final case object instead of a final case class if our
type holds no data. We do not got into these here as they are not
of interest to non-Scala programmers. Direct syntax for algebraic
data types is slated for the next of version of Scala, known as Dotty
[1], which will solve these issues.
In mathematics we usually do not name fields in a product type.
This is also the case in languages such as Haskell and O’Caml. In
Scala we must always name the fields of a type.

2.2

Structural Recursion

Condition. Whenever we want to transform an algebraic data
type we can do this using structural recursion.
Description. Structural recursion provide a generic skeleton for
transforming any algebraic data type. Where algebraic data types
build data, structural recursion takes data apart (and possibly builds
a new data structure). Unlike the algebraic data type strategy, the
code given by the structural recursion strategy is not complete;
there is a problem specific component that the programmer must
complete.
Structural recursion has two components, one for sum types and
one for product types (recall these are the two components of algebraic data types). In Scala there
For a sum type, if A is a B or C then we can immediately write
the corresponding skeleton
anA match {
case B () = > ???
case C () = > ???
}

The ??? indicates code that we must complete with a problemspecific implementation.
For a product type, if A is a B and C then we can immediately
write the corresponding Scala
anA match {
case A(b , c ) = > ???
}

In either case, if the data is recursive then the there is a corresponding recursion on the right-hand side of the =>. This will
become clearer in the example.

Denotational Programming Strategies

Example. For our example we will use the List data type we
declared earlier, and implement a method to sum the elements of
a List.
We start by writing the method header. This is not part of the
strategy but rather basic Scala knowledge we assume the student
has at this point.
def sum ( list : List ): Int =
???

The first step is to realise that List is an algebraic data type and
therefore the structural recursion strategy can be used. From the
structure of List we can write
def sum ( list : List ): Int =
list match {
case Pair ( hd , tl ) = > ???
case Empty () = > ???
}

Finally, we note that Pair is recursive (specifically, the tail is).
This tells us that somewhere on the right-hand side we need to
recurse on the tail.
def sum ( list : List ): Int =
list match {
case Pair ( hd , tl ) = > ??? sum ( tl )
case Empty () = > ???
}

We have now gone as far as the structural recursion strategy
will take us. To complete the method we can use another strategy,
which we call following the types, but it’s not a denotational strategy and hence out of scope for this paper. We give the complete
code here for reference.
def sum ( list : List ): Int =
list match {
case Pair ( hd , tl ) = > hd + sum ( tl )
case Empty () = > 0
}

Notes. There are two important teaching points when using structural recursion. The first is that we don’t need to think about recursion—
the recursion is given to us by the strategy. So long as we get the
individual cases correct the strategy guarantees the correctness of
the method. The second point is to focus just on those individual
cases, which in the examples above are a base case and a recursive
case. The base case usually has a straighforward solution (zero is
the sum of an empty list). For the recursive case we must remember that we don’t need to think about the recursion. We can just
assume it’s correct, so in the example above we can assume we
have the sum of the tail and then the final solution is to add the
head to that value.
In Scala we can implement structural recursion using pattern
matching or polymorphism. We have only illustrated the pattern
matching approach here, as it’s more common in other functional
programming languages.
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2.3

Generic Types

Condition. When we have no information about some data or,
alternatively, we want code to work with all data, we should represent that data with a generic type.
Description. In some situations we will want our code to work
with any data type. For example, if we’re creating a container, such
as List above, we usually want it to store any type the user chooses.
An alternative way of phrasing this is to say we have no information, at the time we’re creating the code, of the data type that will
be used.
There are two components to a generic type: the declaration and
the use. The declaration is given with square brackets. For example,
[A] declares a generic type called A. Such a declaration can occur
either immediately after the class name in a class declaration or
immediately after the method name in a method declaration:
class ExampleClass [ A ] {
def exampleMethod [ B ] = {
}

}

If a generic type is declared on a class it is in scope for any
constructor parameters and the body of that class. Likewise for
a method its scope is the method parameters and body.
Once a generic type has been declared, and is in scope, it can be
used like any other type. Here’s an example of defining the identity
method: the method that returns whatever is passed to it.
def identity [ A ]( a : A ): A = a

Generic types are analogous to method parameters, which we
must also first declare before we can use. For this reason generic
types are also known as type parameters. There is also a similarity
to construwhen extending a class that defines a generic type. In
this case we must pass some type, either concrete or generic, for
this generic type, similarly to how we must pass parameters to a
method.
class ClassOne [ A ]
class ClassTwo [ A ] extends ClassOne [ A ]

Example. For our example we will extend the List example to
store any data type the user specifies. The type will be used throughout the class, so it is scoped to the class declaration.
First we declare the generic type.
sealed trait List [ A ]

Now we must pass a type to this type parameter in the subclasses. Our final code is
sealed trait List [ A ]
final case class Pair [ A ]() extends List [ A ]
final case class Empty [ A ]() extends List [ A ]

Notes. The use of generic types (or, parametric polymorphism
to use FP terminology) is familiar in containers. There are other
situations where it is less familiar, and that is where this strategy
is particularly useful. For example, we sometimes use a case study
where we ask students to create logging infrastructure. A bit of reflection shows that we have no real knowledge of what the user
wants to log, and hence a generic type is appropriate here. We find
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students from an OO background often reach for an interface instead, and create complicated designs as they try to encompass
every possible use case.
Explaining the language machinery to use generic types is quite
a bit more complicated than the core concept. We have skipped discussion of co- and contravariance, which increase both conceptual
and implementation complexity.

3

EXTENDED EXAMPLE

In this section we give an extended example of the programming
strategies.

4

RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

Our programming strategies are most similar to, and were inspired
by, the design recipes described in How to Design Programs [2].
A more distant inspiration are design patterns [4]. Our denotational programming strategies differ from design patterns in the
precision of the definition. Design patterns are informally defined.
Our strategies are based on an underlying mathematical model.
Programmings strategies have been the subject of other research
…
Design patterns have little active research, perhaps because more
modern languages have subsumed them as language features (see,
for example, [5]). Will the same happen to our programming strategies? One argument is that programming strategies represent ways
of thinking about code, independent of implementation, and have
utility even in languages that directly support them. However this
same argument could be applied to design patterns. We believe
our strategies will be more durable as they encode basic concepts
of first order logic (logical and and logical ors for algebraic data
types, and universal quantification for generic types).
Are more believable answer is that our strategies apply to functional programming, and functional programming is programming
paradigm the industry is currently shifting towards.
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